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ABSTRACT:
CDISC SDTM (Study Data Tabulation Model) conversion for Integration Summary of Safety (ISS) and
Integrated Summary of Efficacy (ISE) is always a challenging job. The most taxing task is the
standardization of different non-CDISC compliant raw datasets to CDISC compliant domains and variables
for all the legacy studies involving large amount data and diverse systems of data collection. Having faced
this challenge year after year, I have been involved in the development of a set of tools and reports to
perform and validate the SDTM conversion for ISS/ISE studies of varying proportion to complete the task in
a manner that is efficient and accurate. This paper will describe the functionalities of this utility. The
technologies used are SAS, Microsoft Excel, VBA and SAS IOM. Knowledge of VBA and SAS IOM
fundamentals is a plus, but not a limiting factor.

INTRODUCTION:
ISS and ISE analyses are considered as some of the most important components for the FDA NDA
submission. When we have tools to check SDTM process implementation at various stages, it makes the
process easier and time efficient. This paper will explain the tools and reports generated at various stages of
ISS/ISE implementation:
i.
ii.
iii.

Stage I : Pre-processing
Stage II : SDTM Implementation
Stage III: Post-Processing

STAGE I (PRE-PROCESSING):
In this stage, we will be scrutinizing different scenarios in order to achieve accurate integrated datasets for
the ISS/ISE analysis. In the initial stage of the implementation it will be very useful to group the studies with
similar data structures.
In order to find similar studies or common data structures across the studies, we have developed a macro
which takes the metadata information (ie. raw dataset name, variable name, variable attributes like label and
format) and checks it to derive the percentage of structural homogeneity. The higher the percentage
(number within the parentheses following the dataset name), the higher the similarity. A zero would indicate
there is no matching dataset.
For example, if we have a raw AE dataset in study 1, this dataset’s Meta information is compared with all
other raw AE datasets. Then another AE dataset is selected and compared against the rest, and so on. This
process is followed for all the datasets. At the end, we will have a report with the percentage of similarity for
each raw dataset across the studies in an nXn grid, where n is the number of studies. The screen shot
below shows a sample report. Percentages are displayed in parenthesis along with each raw dataset.
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Before programming, key information about the study design is pooled together in a spread sheet, like study
drug, treatment period, frequency dosing information and total dose amount per day.
We can also add ARMCD (planned treatment) and pool column. This sheet will help us provide a quick
understanding of each study to the programmers/statistician involved in the analyses and also can be used
for Trial Design datasets. This sheet is created manually by going through the protocol/SAP for each study
in the analyses.
Please check the screen shot below which gives the key information about the design for all the studies.
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When we have a good understanding about the design of each study and knowledge about similar studies, it
will make it easier for the team to accurately integrate the datasets for the ISS/ISE analyses. It is advisable
to collect all the unique raw dataset values for key variables to which control terminologies are to be applied.
For example, collect all the unique DSTERM values in the spreadsheet for which control terminology is
applied. DSDECOD is derived. The same is true for AEACN, AEOUT, LBTEST, etc.. The sheet can then be
used for creating the SAS formats while implementing SDTM conversion across the study.

STAGE II (SDTM IMPLEMENTATION):
During the programming stage for SDTM conversion across the studies, the tool is used to create a CDISC
Variable mapping and a Control Terminology document. This describes, at study level, how the CDISC
variables are mapped to the raw dataset variable(s) for each domain across the studies. Standardizing the
unique values for certain variables in standard CDISC domains is documented in Control Terminology (CT).
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The ISS CDISC variable mapping document will have sheets to contain the Project Directory paths
(Directories like: Raw Dataset, CDISC Dataset, SAS Program, etc.) and mapping information of Raw
dataset(s) for each domain. Sheets for each Domain, which are to be mapped, will be present in this
spreadsheet. There are pre-defined columns, like CDISC variable name, label, type, length, CT format, if
applicable. For more details about CDISC variable mapping and CT document tool, please refer to “CDISC
Variable Mapping and Control Terminology Implementation Made Easy” (PharmaSUG2011 - Paper CD11,
http://www.lexjansen.com/pharmasug/2011/cd/pharmasug-2011-cd11.pdf)
The main advantage of this document is that we know how each raw variable is mapped to a CDISC
variable for the corresponding domain across the studies. It helps us to avoid mistakes while mapping the
raw dataset variables. Please check the screen shot of the variable mapping document for ISS studies
below.

We also create the Control Terminology(CT) document for an ISS using the above tool while mapping the
raw values to CT values (shown below). This CT sheet will have raw dataset formats, informat values and
applied control terminology values from all the domains.
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STAGE III(POST-PROCESSING):
After completing SDTM conversions for all the studies, it is a good practice to do some post-processing
checks to make sure integrated datasets are accurate. The report created will show unique SDTM dataset
values with respect to the individual study (a.k.a “Study Wise”) and also for integrated datasets. For
example, if we want to check the values of LBCAT, LBTEST & LBTESTCD when we pass these variables in
the macro, we will have the following report.

The Study Wise sheet in the report will show us the unique values of LBCAT, LBTEST, and LBTESTCD and
ensures control terminology is applied appropriately across the studies. The Unique Value sheet will provide
information for the integrated ISS dataset. This post-process will allow us to check and make sure all
variables are standardized and compliant.

CONCLUSION:
These different tools are used at various stages of implementation to achieve the accuracy of the
integrated datasets in a time efficient manner. It is useful for creating CDISC variable and CT
mappings with no typing errors. These tools will drastically reduce the time for preparing
documentation. These documents can also be used as a source for creating the DEFINE.XML
file.
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